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MEDIA TRAINING GOG is a
leading digital distribution
platform and is dedicated to
bringing its customers the best



games from around the world.
DISCUSSION SOCIAL MEDIA
“As an early adopter of DLNA
technology, GOG.com is always
striving to bring the best
content to DLNA-enabled
devices, and Media Box is the
perfect solution for this task.”
“Thank you very much for the
rapid and responsive support –
all Media Box’s features and
options are both useful and
easy-to-use for our users.”
“Always a pleasure to partner
with GOG. The team was very
responsive and helpful in



resolving any issues we had
with the system. “ “GOG.com
was quickly able to solve the
problem. They always provide
a quick response, and the
support is of the highest
quality.” “We really appreciate
GOG.com’s assistance as our
doors were locked before we
ever had a chance to explain
what we needed the service
for. A large portion of our
business relies on digital
assets, and GOG.com was
quickly able to point us in the
right direction.” “It was a



pleasure to work with the
GOG.com team on this project.
Their responsiveness and
professionalism was
exceptional. The addition of
the ActiveDirectory plugin was
a great idea and made
managing our devices so much
easier.” “It was a pleasure to
work with GOG.com. They
were very responsive and
knowledgeable about this
software. GOG.com has
continued to be an excellent
partner. They've added a
number of great features to



our installed base.” “I was
impressed with the quality of
GOG.com's product. They were
able to address our concerns
and problems immediately,
offering recommendations to
improve our experience with
their service.” Latest Games
GOG.com has the best deals,
reviews and articles for PC
Games and Console Gaming:
browse the latest GNU titles or
discover timeless classics.
GOG.com is dedicated
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